Ground Safety Report For '63; Outlook For '64 .

A LOOK AT THE RECORD

..

Colone l James F. Risher, Jr. · Chief, Ground Safety Division
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reliminary year-end accident data for calendar year
1963 reflect a favorable downward trend in most
categories of ground accidents. For example, the
total number of ground accident reported was approximately five per cent less than in 1962. There was also
a decrease of approximately five per cent in military and
civilian disabling injuries. Experience in maintenance,
supply and services, communications, civil engineerin g.
and related industrial functions generally paralleled the
downward trend.
However, total Air Force fatalities in 1963 were
somewhat in excess of the 1962 total. This is directly related to a slight increase in private motor vehicle fatali ties, which traditionally account for three-fourths of all
Air Force deaths from ground accidents. Although this
continued rise is discomforting, it should be noted that
the increase (one to two per cent by present data) for
1963 is considerably lower than the 1962 experience,
when the private motor vehicle fatalities increased
slightly more than ten per cent over the 1961 level. It
is noteworthy, too, that Air Force experience has consistently been better than the national average.
This brings us to the outl ook for 1964. In past months
-through safety surveys, staff assi tance visits, and
miscellaneous TDY visitations-we have noted an increased awareness of the ground safety challenge. It
appears that more and more commanders and supervisors realize that safe operations are efficient operations, whether they be tactical, maintenance, or other
support. The demands of safety are recognized as being
synonymous with the demands of efficiency-involving
the same people, using the same tools, performing the
same tasks. Our accident files are still being cluttered
with startling, sometimes ludicrous accounts of supervisory inefficiency as a principal cause factor in accidents. However, we detect a growing awareness of
the primary role of supervision in insuring efficient performance of Air Force mission requirements in the
ground environment.
The r:esponsibilities of the supervisor-the junior
commissioned officer and the non-commissioned officer

-are recognized as extending beyond duty hours. Here,
influence can be brought to bear upon our number one
accident producer, private motor vehicle operation. Extracts from a recent TIC Brief outline the gravity of
the problem : " .. . During the three-year period beginning in 1960, 1241 Air Force per-sonnel were killed and
9100 were injured in private motor vehicle accidents.
. .. A large number of the private vehicle accidents involved young officers and airmen .. . . Lieutenants and
captains, comprising 65 per cent of the officer strength,
sustained 80 per cent of the accident injuries and fatalities among officers. Airmen of the lower three grades,
comprising 40 per cent of the enlisted strength, sustained approximately 55 per cent of the accident injuries
and fatalities involving airmen. Over half of the accidents and nearly two-thirds of the fatalities occurred
between 2100 and 0500 hours ... "Accident data clearly
reveals that many of these accidents involved the factors of alcohol and/or fatigue in various and usually
undetermined combinations.
Again, from the T I G Brief: " ... Such information
is particularly distressing as it points to our past inability to cope with a problem which does not pose the
same challenge or dangers as others that the USAF has
mastered and kept under control. By strengthening local information and guidance program , and supervision
of local recreational and off-duty activities, commanders
can prevent some of these disasters that befall our
younger members. Stress should be placed on programs
to strengthen their moral fiber and mold them into good
citizens who can be relied upon to drive courteously
and safely, and to eliminate such dangers that carelessness creates on the highways. All local supervisory personnel must take aggressive action to assure maximum
quality and no weaknesses in such programs."
We believe that in 1964 the Air Force supervisor
will steadily increase his influence for safety and efficiency in all operations. We believe that he will do this
by giving judicious attention not only to on-the-job performance, but to the after-hours environment and activity which bear so directly on the efficiency of duty
performance.
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SAFETY
GAIN
IN '63
Year-end statistics confirm that flying
operations in 1963 were the safest of any
year on record.
The number of major and minor aircraft accidents was down 17 per cent from
1962. The major accident rate was 4.4 accidents per 100,000 flying hours in 1963a 23 per cent reduction from the previous
year. Numbers of fatalities and aircraft
destroyed were the lowest in the history
of the service.
While the number of accidents and disabling injuries involving USAF personnel
in all ground activities was down 5 per
cent from 1962, fatalities resulting from
ground accidents were up from 560 to
575. Most ground accident fatalities result
from private motor vehicle accidents during off-duty hours.
Air Force missile operations increased
considerably in 1963. As a result, there
was a 9 per cent increase in missile mishaps over 1962. Airlaunched missiles accounted for the increase. Mishaps in 1963
involving ground launched strategic, tactical and interceptor missiles were actually fewer than during the previous year.
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Early humans survived the rigors of nature with a few animal skins and primitive shelters.
By so doing they testified to the strength and endurance of man and his capacity to outwit
the elements. Air Force crewmembers with their modern survival equipment and training
should be able to do as well. As one recent survivor said, "It was just like Stead, except there
was more snow."
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It's a thin line that separates life and death.
Why, in a survival situation, does one man make it
and another man die? How is it that a healthy individual
who is not seriously injured dies just as surely as if he
had placed a loaded gun to his head and pulled the
trigger? Let' examine some of the reasons that seem
apparent- why one man survived even though we don't
know precisely why the other one didn't.
"Follow the book. Don't panic. Apply every bit of
winter survival training you can remember." This is
what one recent survivor of a B-52 ejection had to say.
The pilot quoted above followed his own advice.
Fi rst, he allowed his automatic timer to deploy the chute.
After landing in a wooded, snow covered mountain
area with subfreezing temperatures, hi first action was
to give hi situation ome thought. Having considered
hi s problems and what to do about them, he built himself a shelter. He then inflated his life raft and, using it
a insulation from the cold ground, placed his leep ing
bag on it and crawled in.
Prudently, in view of the weather and the fact that
it was night, he decided to stay put. He knew that
searchers would be out as oon as po sible so he prepared to attract them. He built a fire for warmth and
placed hi emergency radio inside his flying suit in order
to warm and conserve the batteries. Really using his
head, he decided to operate the radio only when he
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heard aircraft and then on ly on TONE in order to get
maximum life out of the batteries.
Later, when he spotted a helicopter he was ready
When the chopper got close enough he used the signal
mirror in hi survival kit to attract the crew. When the
pickup was made he was in good conditi on.
Now, fo r another case. T hi s man accidentally opened
his chute at high altitude. As a re ult, and because of
the turbulence, he had a chilling, highly uncomfortabl e
ride down. Hi survival kit, swinging from its lanyard ,
flopped around dangerously so he wrapped the lanyard
around one leg. Consequently his leg received painful
cuts. In his pocket was a small survival kit but this was
lost during the rough descent. Finally, somewhat the
worse for wear, he landed in the branches of a fallen
tree. Even in thi s ordeal he kept hi head . Realizing
that he was probably in shock, and that warmth is a
treatment for shock, he started a fire. He a! o urvived.
These are examples of those who made it. How about
ome who didn't? Others, after successful ejections and
apparently in good condition, left their survival equipment and perished in numbing cold . Here is a shocking
contrast- some made proper use of urvival equipment
and survived such ordeals in excellent shape, others
made littl e or no use of their equipment and perished.
A tragic exampl e occurred when five men out of nine
died a few year ago in a remote, fri gid place aptly
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called " Hell's Canyon." ( Horror in Hell's Canyon,
FLYING SAFETY, February 1959 and November
1960.) This crew left a warm southern base for a cold
northwest destination. Dressed in summer clothing, some
even without jackets, not schooled in survival methods,
they were terribly unprepared for the deathly ordeal
that awaited them .
·•r n the dead of winter some of our pilots wearing
summer flyi ng suits fly over terrain and in weather that
i as bad as any in the arctic. They crank up the heater
and never give a thought to what they' re going to do
if the fire in that stovepipe they are riding should go
out." These are the words of a survival expert who conducts an outstanding survival school at his base. "That's
why we really grind it into them," he continued, "so
that if they do get into trouble they'll know what to do
and will come back alive."
Here are some essential items that every crewman
should memorize, prepare for and never forget:
After chute opening deploy the survival kit lanyard. Some r easons for thi s: A pilot who landed
witho ut deploying his kit broke his back. Paralyzed
from the waist down, he lay 30 hours in snow before
he was r e cued. Another pi lot broke both legs on
la nding. till another bl ed to death from a compound
fracture of the leg after landing with hi kit on.
After landing take time to analyze your situation
and plan appropriate action. Concentrate on what
you learn ed in surviva l sch ool, then put this knowledge to use to save your life.
Hole up. U nless you know exactl y w here you are
in re lation to h uman habitation or a traveled road ,
-· tay where you are. The m en in He ll's Canyon tried
to wa lk out. Five died. Last w inter a crewman down
in deep snow in sub-fr eez in g temperature, stayed put
an d used every bit of survival knowledge he had.
Next day he was resc ued in good condition, even
thotwh h e received an injury on landin g.
Be prepared. If you have never received survival
training or are vague on the ubject, take the next opportunity to get thi s training. Know, preserve and use
your survival equipment. Wear ad equate clothing for the
terrain and weather along your route. H ere's a quote
from one of our RCAF friends: " ... the surface temperature at Cold Lake turned out to be 40 below zero!
'fact! An 80 degree temp drop on one flight. ... In
talking thi s over we got to mentioning as how we had
sometime seen American jocks taging through Com ox ( the RCAF place here) and as how we had often
admired their bright plumage, but as far as we could
ee, the plumage looked fine for 40 above, but no good
at all for anything a whole lot lower-especially if you
consider an all night stint in the open such a might
happen if it became necessary to leap out of the nice
cozy airframe .... "
Don' t neglect your first aid knowledge. If injured .
your most important task is to stop the lo s of blood .
Do you really know how to put on a bandage or a
plint or a tourniquet? Do you know how to give mouth
to mouth resuscitati on? Can you recognize shock and do
you !mow what to do about it ?
H ave the equipment to at tract search ers or b e prepared to improv ise. One surv iva l instructor tells how
he attracted help with a strip of metal foil that glis-

t ened in the unslight. There's alway s the signal mirror in your survival kit- if you don't lose it. Do you
know the standard symbols to be used to provide information to a rescue aircraft? And there's the radio
in yo ur kit, probab ly a URC-11.
Soon you will probably be equipped with an AN I
URT-21 Personal Locator Beacon. This is a compact
little job attached to your parachute. Since it operates
automatically, it starts beeping away as soon as the
chute is deployed. There's no voice-for long battery
life-but a distinctive tone signal. It operates on Guard
channel, 243 me. Latest info is that procurement began
in January.
One thing about this beacon : Operating on 243 me.,
it can be jammed 0r blanked out by other transmissions
on Guard, as can SARAH and other beacons operating on this freq uency. Consequently, if you hear an
unusual and distinctive tone on Guard, take it for
granted that a locator beacon is operating, that someone
is in trouble, and give the guy a chance by not transmitting on that frequency unless you, too, have a real
emergency.
When possible, alert someone to your emergency.
A MAYDAY or actuating an emergency keyer before yo u go over the sid e, crash land or ditch might
provide Rescue with the few minute need ed to save
yo ur life.
There are many other suggestions that could be made.
Space doesn't permit a complete listing, so a hard
look at the survival manual s is a must. For those who
may be lackadaisical here are a few stati stics from a
fi ve-year study, 1958 through 1962, that may overcome
that tendency.
• One in every ten USAF major aircraft accidents
result in a survival situation.
• There are excessive delays in approximately one
in three of all survival accidents.
• Fifteen preventable fatalities (during the study
period) were attributed to po t accident survival condition;;.
• Additional training in the u e of surviJ<al equipment and in survival techn iques is indicated.
If at this point you have reached the conclusion that
it CAN happen to you and if you wish to learn more
or refresh your memory on survival you will find the
foll owi ng references val uable.

SURVI VAL ARTIC LES APPEARING IN AEROSPACE SAFETY MAGAZINE
W inte r Survival, Dec 1961 ; The Probl em of Sea Survival , Jan 1962; Win ter
Clothing , a nd learn a nd live, Feb 1962; Chute Uses, Ju n 1962 ; Out From
Unde r (ove rwate r bai lou t). Ju l 1962; AMVER Syste m, Feb 1963 ; What To
Do Unt il the Chop per Comes, Ma y 1963; Ma ke the Sha rks Work For It,
Oct 1963; One Man 's Experie nces, and Arctic Su rv ival, Nov 1963 ; Fa ll out
- le tte r, Dec 1963.
FI LMS
FTA 279d Utilization of Game; FTA 279i Fire· b uilding; FTA 279m Medical
Aid ; FTA 279w She lter; TF 1.4597 Arc ti c Tund ra; TF 1·5309 Stay Alive in
the W inter Arctic; TF 1·53 10 Stay Alive in the W inter Bush .
PUBLICATI O NS
• Aircraft Emergency Procedures Over Wa ter M64-6
e Arctic, Desert, Tro pics, Sea, Sea Ice M64-3
• land, Sea , Sea Ice M64·5
e Parachute Uses M64· 15
• USAF Survival Training School R·53·28
e AF Manual SU RVIVAL Training Editio n 64·3
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Information on combat survival material can be obtained from the Research

Studi es Institute (ADT ), Ma xwell AFB, Alabama .
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pparently many pilots are unaware of the poor
braking action and steering effectiveness on wet
runways-especially when standing puddles cover
a large portion of the runway. In most cases the apparent absence of effective braking causes the pilot to suspect a brake or anti-skid malfunction. After the antiskid i turned off, brakes are locked, tires blown, and
steering difficulties encountered. An especially dangerous combination is a wet runway, a crosswind, and an
aircraft that uses a deceleration chute as a braking device. The weather-vaning effect in a crosswind is considerably amplified on a wet runway and may exceed
the steering capability. Jettisoning the chute may help
the steering problem, but adds to an already critical
braking problem.
The following extracts from actual mishaps will illustrate the problem :
A B-52 touched down between 3000 and 4000 feet on
a wet runway during a rainstorm. When brake chute
was deployed, the aircraft weather-vaned to the left.
The brake chute was jettisoned immediately. Brakes
were checked between 7000 and 8000 feet and appeared
to be ineffective. Engines 1, 2, 7, and 8 were shut down
since the pilot anticipated overruning the end of the runway. The pilot turned off anti-skid and applied full
brakes. The aircraft began an uncontrolled slow left
turn at the 9000-foot point and full right steering failed

A
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to correct the left turn. The aircraft left the runway
approximately 500 feet from the end and traveled SO
feet before stopping. Cause of this mishap was attributed to reduced braking and steering effectiveness on
a wet runway. The kid resulted from locked brakes
when the anti-skid was turned off. An additional factor
was an increase in the tailwind component during the
landing roll.
A B-57 made a normal touchdown approximately
1000 feet down the runway in a very heavy rain. Braking action was very poor and there was some skidding
when one brake would lock and skid before the other.
Visibil ity was limited due to the heavy rain. When the
navigator called passing the 3000-foot remaining marker, the pilot retracted the gear. The aircraft slid to a
stop 1700 feet from the runway end. Brakes were
checked and no discrepancies were found.
A B-52 landed on a wet runway with a 90 degree
crosswind of 18 knots gusting to 26 knots. Shortly after
brake chute deployment, the aircraft tended to go to the
right with full left steering applied. Brakes appeared to
be ineffective. The aircraft continued to the right hand
edge of the runway where the chute was jettisoned. The
aircraft departed the rumvay and came to a stop 45 degrees from the runway heading.
A B-58 was landing with a ceiling of 200 feet obscured, one mile visibility and thunderstorms. The run-

A look at bomber mishaps on wet runways provides some consideration for . . .

STOPPING WHEN IT'S SLIPPERY
Lt Col Robert P. Rothrock, Directorate of Aerospace Safety

way was wet and the brake chute failed to deploy after
touchdown. The pilot attempted aerodynamic braking
and normal braking with no effect. As the aircraft was
approaching a lake off the north end of the runway, the
pilot intentionally veered his aircraft off the runway to
the right. The nose gear collapsed and the aircraft came
to a stop approximately 820 feet from the end of the
runway. The primary cause of this accident was materiel
failure in that the brake chute failed to deploy. Also a
lack of friction of dimple tread tires on the wet runway
made normal braking ineffective. TO 1B-58A-1 and 1B58-SF-1-95 were in error in that they did not contain
adequate stopping information for B-58 type aircraft
on wet runways.
A B-52 was landing on a runway still wet from a recent shower. The approach and landing were excellent
and when the normal brake check was made after landing there was no apparent indication of braking action
with anti-skid on; anti-skid was turned off and there
was still no indication of braking. A decision was made
to go around. After the aircraft became airborne, the
additional qualified pilot on board proceeded to the forward wheel well area for a visual check of the brakes.
This check verified that the left front brakes were operating normally. A second landing was attempted.
After a smooth touchdown, the drag chute was deployed,
brakes were checked and found to be operating satisfactorily. The aircraft started a slight veer to the right

which was partially corrected by left steering. Shortly
thereafter the aircraft again started to veer to the right
and could not be realigned on the runway with left
steering. The pilot reported his difficulties to the IP.
The IP got on the controls, applied nose left crosswind
crab and heavy braking. The aircraft responded and
stopped on the runway. After the crew depart€d the aircraft they noted that the right aft gear had fai led across
the journal area, Ir 1 tire had blown, and all tires
had flat spots and scuffing due to heavy braking action. A thorough brake check revealed normal operation with anti-skid "on" and "off."
Wet runway stopping distances as shown in the Flight
Handbook may be overly optimistic as to stopping distance required. As in the case of the B-58, tire condition
and tread type have con iderable effect on braking action. A recent study has shown that at high speed on a
very wet runway, hydroplane effect may extend the stopping distance considerably.
Perhaps the most important lesson to be learned from
these mishaps is that there really isn't too much a
pilot can do to prevent an accident once he has committed himself to a landing under the aforementioned
conditions. Quick reaction time and proper technique
may prevent a skid from getting out of control, but the
only sure way to improve the braking action is to look
for a drier runway . 1::J
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IT'S

A
LONG
DAY

Robert W. Harrison

he cloud of dust rising far out
in the Dakota hills is not from
a roaming horde of buffalo.
Nor is it from Indians riding aero s
the prairie in pursuit of the bison.
But a per on with a sense of history has that I've been-here-before
feeling as he pictures the Old \Vest
in his mind's eye.
The dust cloud fo ll ows a blu e Air
Force station wagon rolling along
a dirt road. The occupants are two
men dressed in white coverall s with
blue Hollywood-type scarves around
their necks. F rom a distance their
safety helmets look like jaunty derbies. Seat belts hold them tightly in
their seats. T heir destination : Delta.
T heir job : the combat crew of a
Minuteman Launch Control Center
( LCC).
T he men are in their third hour
of what would be a 30- to 40-hour
stretch of duty and travel time during whi ch they wi ll get littl e, if any,
sleep. D uring 24 hours of that time
they must remain on Alert and
ready to handle any probl ems that
may occur within the LCC or at
the 10 launch facilities they will be
responsible fo r during their tour of
duty.
W ithin each Launch Facility
( LF) is an intercontinental ballistic
missile-the instant-launch Minuteman, a lim, lethal, solid fuel propelled in strument of deterence bu ried deep underground in a steel and
conc rete tube. The combat crew ha
the responsibil ity of monitoring the
status of each missile by means of an
extremely complex electronic network. Any malfunction in this system will appear as a light under one
or more of the many plastic button
that glow on the panel of the crew
commander's con ole. Foll owing is
a much simplified example:
A reel light appears under a cer-
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tain button on the console and
VRSA (pronounced VERSA and
meaning Voice Recorded Signal Assembly) read out follows. (This
may occur automatically or by command. ) Having isolated the fault to
a particular sy tem, the crew commander then calls Job Control,
" We've got a Channel 9 at Delta
5." This information is then passed
to Plans and Schedul ing which dispatches the appropriate team of
technicians to check out the system '
and perform necessary maintenance.
T he combat crew, with proper
controls, also is responsible for
launching their missil e . Perhaps
even more important is their responsibility to assure that none of their
missiles i inadvertently launched.
ut this is not one of those
dramatic stories about th e aweB
some weapons that make up th e
nation's deterrent power. It's a simple story of two men, a cut above
the ordinary but by no means supermen, who are representative of the
many other two-man teams that man
the Minuteman L aunch Control
Centers. T hey're a pair of captains
- call them J ack and Bill.
T hey fi rst met when they reported
to the W ing six months ago. Both
had volu nteered for the Minuteman
program, Jack from a maintenance
job at a southern base, and Bill from
a fig hter outfi t overseas. T hey were
motivated by the offer of an oppo rtuni ty to earn advanced degrees
through the Air Force J nstitute of
Technology (AFIT) program tied
in with the Minuteman. "The A ir
Force is increasing it emphasis on
education and men with advanced
degrees will have a leg up on those
who don't have," they were told during an interview.
During their training period both

men had given the AFIT program
much thought. Somewhere Bill recalled eeing some figures that, to
him , were conclusive proof that he
had been wi se to get into the Minuteman program. The figures said that
nearly every Air Force officer had
some colleae, that well over half
were graduates and the latter fi gure
was growing all the time. Later, in
eli cussing the matter, Jack had
po inted to the high educational
standing of the young men coming
into the Air Force. "A man had
better get all the schoolin g he can.
or he's going to find himself Tail
E nd Charli e," he said. "Besides , if
things continue as th ey have, it's
goi ng to take a Ph. D. to understand
what the Air Force is all about."
Although Bill had entered the A ir
1~ orce to fly and el i liked givi ng up
his job as a pi lot, he now had family
responsibili ties and must consider
hi s future. vVhere else could a man
get an advanced degree while on th e
job and at no cost to himself ? A nd,
whil e enhancing hi s career, he'd be
doing an important job.
fte r fo ur weeks at Chanu te and
a like tour at Vandenberg, the
A
men had reported to their present
post fo r more training, including onthe- job practical experience. They
had been among the first to be certi fied as combat crewmen and were
ass igned to work together as a team.
;.Jow, they have several months of
experi ence behind them.
T heir week goes something like
thi s: Day 1, duty at an LCF; Day
2. duty and time off; Day 3, miscellaneous activities-school, study,
training, etc; Day 4, LCF tour,
the beginning of another cycle. Until
recently they were averaging 90
hours a week, now they' re on a more
normal schedule of about 70 hours.
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Tinae begins to drag. The night seenas to inch along

In addition, Bill has to find the time
to fly between tours.
On Monday morning (this varies
due to the scheduling cycle) they report to the squadron briefing room
at 0715. There they are briefed on a
number of items and receive the
equipment and information they
need for their tour of dutv in the
capsule. At 0730. the briefirl'g behind
them , they walk to the line of cars
parked outside the hangar, find
theirs, make a quick inspection of the
vehicle and depart for the LCF
where they will put in a 24-hour
tour. The LCFs are scattered over a
wide area many miles from the base
and they may drive from 30 to 1SO
miles to get to the job. Today they
will go to Delta, which is about 60
miles and two hours out in the hills.
Dri ving time depends somewhat on
the roads and today they'll have 15
mi les of dirt and gravel.
At the LCF they grab paper cups
of coffee from the kitchen, check
with the security sergeant and ride
the elevator down to the door of the
capsule, a steel tank buried many
feet underground. The crew they are
replacing, notified of their arrival
by the sergeant topside, opens the
massive eight-ton steel and concrete
door.
"Clear," a voice inside calls. Bill ,
his hands full of paper, a brief case,
parka, two cups of coffee and some
magazines, is too close. He steps
back to avoid the door and eehoes
the call. Greeting the new arrivals
are a pair of red-eyed individuals
dressed in costumes similar to theirs.
"Broughtya some coffee," Jack says.
The duty crew welcomes the hot
liquid that helps take some of the
chill off the room. As they enter the
capsule, Bill' eye catches the thermometer. 70 on the button, it never
varies, but it seems colder.
Thirty minutes later the capsule
door is opened and the retiring crew
leaves. The door closes again on the
two men who will remain in the tiny
electronics-equipment filled room
until another crew arrives tomorrow
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to take over the task of minding 10
missiles.
So far Jack and Bill have had
little time to study, while on duty.
for their classes in the AFIT program . They are not busy every moment, but interruptions are too frequent to permit long periods of concentration on lessons. So they don't
attempt to study; instead they go
into the capsule equipped with magazines and pocket books to while
away what leisure time there is. Perhaps, as the Minuteman program
gets farther down the road, the combat crews will be less busy and will
have more time to crack the text
books with fewer interruptions.

he lights on the status board
indicate that one missile is on
T
standby and automatic checkout.
The log reveals that it should come
back on alert in about one hour. A
maintenance team is working in
LF3 and should be finished and have
the site buttoned up by 1430. Otherwise, everything at the moment is
GO.
Traffic on the radio is brisk and
every few minutes the telephone
rings. Jack, crew commander, handles this while Bill, checklist in hand,
makes an inspection of the entire
capsule. The floor suspension system
is still out of whack-three of the
pneumatic cylinders read zero while
the fo urth is at 2000 psi. The item
has been UR'd. Except for the oven
being out and recurr ing trouble with
the UHF, everything is in good
order.
Although far from spacious, the
capsule provides adequate room for
two men. The commander's console
faces, say north, in which case the
deputy's comole faces east. They
have a four- to five-foot space for a
walkway between the cabinets of
electronic and other equipment.
There's a tiny toilet and hand basin
at one end with a curtain for pri vacy. As an accommodation to crew
comfort, there is a cot and a cabinet

containing a small oven and freezer.
The cot doesn't get much use.
By 1500 all LFs are on strategic
alert and the maintenance crew is
on its way back to the base. Meanwhile, another maintenance crew has
arrived in the capsule to work on
the UHF. After they leave, Bill
switches on a tape recorder that has
been provided for the crew, and the
soothing notes of a current hit tune
fill the room. This continues for
some tim e, then the music abruptly
ends and a voice announces, " This
is recurring training in the operation of . . . " They concentrate on
the message; then , when it ends, replace the tape.
The phone rings. It's one of the
cooks ready to bring dinner down.
" What is it?" Jack asks. "Okay,
send him down ." Turning to Bill,
"Cookie is on the way with the
goodies."
Again the ponderous door opens.
" Clear." "Clear," a voice echoes.
The cook starts through the short
tunnel to the capsule with trays of
food. He doesn't cluck far enough
however, and his head strikes the
sharp steel lip of the tunnel. He
bounces back with a moan and Bill
catches the trays just in time to keep
dinner from landing on the floor.
"Now you know why the hard hat, "
he admonishes the cook.
With the cook out of the capsule
and the door again closed, the two
men settle clown to dinner. "Well,
"ve' re coming up in the worldsteak," Bill observes. "Sure beats
that chili goop and hot clogs we had
last time we were here."
Dinner over, the men engage in
small talk for awhile, then Jack
finds himself busy with red lights
on the console announcing outer security violati ons at two LFs. "The
jack rabbits must be hoppin'
around," he observes. Meanwhile he
has alerted security topside to dispatch a strike team to the sites to
check out the trouble. Their arrival
and penetration of the launch facili-

l ille a crippled turtle. There are continuing s ecurity alarnas . __ _

ties cause more telephone traffic
which continue for several hours. A
stiff wind has sprung up which results in many different reasons for
the security alarms to sound off·omeone, one of the maintenance
men at LF3, had left a metal cover
loose on a idox. This, blown by the
,,·ind, was causing repeated alarms
irom the site.
The men in the capsule recall past
incidents when the alarms had been
deliberately set off by juveniles
throwing rocks into the encl osure .
Another time an unidentified indi ,·idual had fired several shots into an
LF enclosure. An AP stationed on
watch had been endangered.
ime begins to drag. The night

seems to inch along like a
T
crippled tu rtle. There are continuing
security alarms, a couple of exercises announced by radio that cause
the men to go to their code books,
VRSA readouts when red lights indicate trouble of some kind in an
LF, chatter on the radio, telephone
conversations with topside security
and patrols at the LFs. In between,
the men read in snatches from magazines. Bill fiddles awhile with plans
he is drawing for a tool shed he intends to build when he has time.
Finally, he gets up and paces the
floor for a while. "Wonder who designed these chairs?" he asks, rearranging a blanket he had folded on
the seat. "Without a doubt they' re
the most uncomfortable things I've
ever had to sit on."
"Wish we had some coffee," Jack
said, examining an electric coffee
maker atop the freezer cabinet.
"Where's the cord?"
"They took them all out-can't
make coffee anymore," Bill replied.
"Why not?"
"I don't know. Somebody said
something about the pots not being
shielded and maybe they could cause
trouble with the electronics. Guess
we'd better start bringing a thermos."

At 0515 topside calls to say that
the cook is getting on the elevator :
breakfast is on the way down. While
they are eating, Bill points out that
he never has become time-disoriented. ''I thought maybe I'd lose my
time bearings. So far I haven't, but
maybe if we were down here for a
week, or at least several days, we'd
lose track of whether it was night
or clay or even the clay of the week."
" Have you heard about the new
idea somebocly's got on scheduling?"
Jack asked.
"No."
"Well, the way I get it is that, if
we can get an additional crew per
squadron, the schedule will be
changed so that we don't spend more
than 12 hours clown here. We might
have to stay here at the facility for
three clays, but we'd have some off
time, shorter tours in the capsule,
and three clays off between tours."
" Sounds like a good idea," said
Bill. "That would give us a chance
to sleep, study, read and get out
doors for a little exercise. And think
of all the miles we'd save on those
cars. That might even pay fo r the
extra men."
They discuss the idea for awhile,
then Jack frowns. "One problem is
our eat-sleep-work cycle. People get
pretty used to the 24 hour day, regular meals and time for sleep. We
might get all fo uled up. I hear that
some airl ine crews, especially on
overseas flights have a hard time adjusting to a lot of irregularities in
work and rest time, not to mention
eating. Half the time they don't
know whether to expect breakfast or
dinner."
" That's someth ing the docs will
have to figure out," Bill replies,
"but how about the school program?
They'd have to work out something
that would fit with clas room schedules ."
Finally the clock begins to nudge
past nine. "Hope those guys are on
time, there's rain between here and
the base," Jack announces.
At 0945 the command post call s to

say that the replacement crew has
had a flat tire, they'll be late.
Eventually the new crew arrives.
T urnover accomplished, Jack and
Bill ascend to the light of day, coffee
and the long ride back to base. Bill,
driving this leg, snoozes off momentarily and has to be prompted lfy
Jack. This was something they have
been cautioned about in every safety
meeting. The man not driving must
stay awake to observe his partner.
Fatigue is their worst enemy during
this long drive home.
The men drive through the gate at
1300, check in and head for home
and an afternoon nap. Sometimes
sleep comes easily. Other times it
won't come at all, and the futile
chase for oblivion is finally given up
and the man reluctantly rou ses himself to putter around the house or
take care of some postponed chore.
Time moves fast and good budgeting of the available hours is a necessi ty. During the next two days
Jack must take a physical, Bill has
to get in some flying. Both men attend classes, study for a forthcoming examination, attend commanders
call, a safety meeting and a training
session. This leaves them with a
littl e spare time for shopping with
the family, attending a movie and
playing with the kids. (There are
variables that may change the picture. Occasionally a man may find
himself with considerable free time.
Then he may be called for extra duty
as a replacement for a man on the
sick Jist, or, as recently happened ,
the wife of one of the men was having a baby and Bill was called to fil1
out the man's tour in the capsule so
that the new father could get to the
hospital.)
The fourth mornir.g finds them
meeting at the coffee bar downstairs
from the briefing room. The time is
0710. "We'd better get upstairs, the
briefing starts in five minutes," says
Jack around a donut in his mouth.
" Looks like snow and today we go
to Tango. That 40 miles of dirt road
is for the birds." ~
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HOW DANCiERO

LIGHTN lNG

PHOTO BY DON DOWNIE

Lt Col Ferd J. Curtis, AWS Liaison Officer
Directorate of Aerospace Safety

R

ecently there ha been renewed interest in the significance of lightning as a hazard to flight. To best
answe1· the question, "How Dangerous Is Lightnino·?" let's look at the Air Force record. In this way
conclu ions can be based on facts.
During the five year period from January 1959
through December 1963 there wa one major Air Force
accident in which electro-static eli charge was the primary cause. In this case a pilot ejected from an F -102
after a discharge blew the radome and pitot tube off
causing loss of instrument and control difficulty. In
only one accident was 1ightning strike or electro-static
discharge cred ited as a contributing cause.
Reporting procedure do not require reports on all
incidents and it is fair to assume that many lightning
trikes have been experienced where little or no damage
resulted. However, during the two year period ending
in December 1963 there were 66 reports of lightning
trike or electro-static discharges. Tn most of these
damage was confined to pitting or di coloration of the
extrem ities of the aircraft, such as wingtips, radome
and vertical stabilizer.
Information available doe not, in all ca es, differentiate between a natural lightning strike and an electrostatic discharge. Therefore, no distinction is made in the
following statistical discussion.

Radomes are particularly susceptible, and were involved in 22 incidents. Damage varied from pitting to
complete loss. However, radar became inoperative in
only two of these cases. One or more radios became
inoperative in six cases, of which four were due to antenna damage.
In 11 case more extensive damage resulted. The most
significant was a C-130 pylon fuel tank aft section rupture when residual fuel was ignited and fuel burned
for several minutes. Fabric control surface received
rips that requ ired repair or replacement in four cases.
Systems malfunction resu lting from a lightning strike
occurred in 12 incidents. The most serious was disruption of power in three engines of a C-124 due to
temporary malfunction of magneto switches. Target
darts were inadvertently jettisoned by firing squibs in
two F-100 incidents. Airspeed ystems were affected in
three cases. Magnetic compass and directional gyro
malfunctions occu rred in a flight of two F-101 aircraft.
F igu re One shows a damage breakdown. It includes
more than one damage type in a single incident. In four
incidents reported there was no damage.

DAMAGE

Damage reported in the 66 inflight lightning strike
va rie from skin discoloration to superficial skin damage
and disruption of electrical systems. Pitting and discoloration of nose, wingtip and tail surfaces occurred
in 41 incidents. The incident of pitting occurred in
large transport and bomber-type aircraft.
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Figure 1.

OCCURRENCE

SEASON

A comparison of altitudes above mean sea level at
which ai rcraft were operating when lightning strikes
were reported shows maximum reports in the 5-10,000
feet area with a sharp drop in reports above 20,000
( Figure 2). It may be of interest to note that nine of
the 11 lightning strikes reported on B-52s were below
20.000 feet.

Incidents were reported in all seasons with a maximum in the spring and a minimum in the fall. ( Figure
4.) Many reported incidents occurred in atmospheric
conditions where natural lightning was not observed
and does not normally occur. These were most likely
electro-static discharges and generally occurred to large
aircraft flying in clouds or precipitation.
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Figure 2.
Altitude (thousands of feet)

Season

AIRCRAFT TYPE

Lightning strikes occurred to most aircraft types with
the B-52 receiving the most ( 11 ), closely followed by
the C-124 (9) and the C-54 (8). (Figure 3.)
Most of the lightning strikes reported by single and
twin-engine jet aircraft occurred during climb and in
no ca e was metal sk in pitting reported. These aircraft
were subj ect to loss of tow targets, tip tanks and damage to pitot tubes.

Aircraft

Incidents

B-52
C-124
C-54

11

C-118

6

F -100
C-119
C-133
F -101
B-47
B-57
C-135
T -33
F-102
F-105
C-130
C-97
C-47
B-50
F-89
F-104

4
3

9
8

3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

1

66
Figure 3.

BRIEFS

Major Accident. F-102 pilot was at 4500 feet during
instrument approach, when a ball of fire was observed
in front of the canopy, accompan ied by an explosive
noise. The airspeed indicated zero and the attitude indicator was tumbling. The pilot experienced control
difficulty and ejected. The radome and pitot tube were
found to have been separated from the aircraft by an
electro-static discharge.
Incidents. A B-52 had electro- tatic discharge while
cruising on a low level navigation route at 4000 feet.
F light conditions were in-and-out of clouds with light
sleet and snow. A streak of light was observed in
front of the aircraft foll owed by a blue and reel fireball
about four feet in diameter. All systems were normal
after discharge. Damage was a seven- inch hole in the
radome and burning of the antenna in the right wingtip.
A B-52 was cruising at 9000 feet on a low level
navigation route when a cloud-to-ground lightning strike
was observed directly in front of the aircraft. Weather
conditions were: overcast clouds with light rain. All
systems appeared normal and the mission was continued.
After the aircraft landed fuel was observed leaking
from the aft section of the left external fuel tank.
Inspection revealed a one-fourth inch hole in the tank
and three other arc blobs of metal located horizontally
along the outer portion of the tank.
C-130 cruising at 7000 feet, ci rcumnavigating thun derstorms, was struck by lightning followed by one
loud and one muffled explosion. Flames were observed
outboard of the N r 4 engine and trailing to the aft
section of the fuselage. Flames disappeared after two
minutes total burning. Inspection revealed that the aft
cone section of the right pylon fuel tank was blown
off by an explosion within the tank. Pitting was found
in both wing tips and outboard extremities of both
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HOW DANGEROUS IS LIGHTNING?
continued

ailerons. Only normal residual fuel remained m the
pylon tanks at the time of the incident.
A C-135 was climbing at 285 knots indicated through
4000 feet. An explosion was heard accompanied by a
slight jolt and a lightning flash at the left forward
portion of the aircraft. Sound level increased and held
proportionate to airspeed. A jagged hole four inches
in diameter was found on the left side of the radome
about 12 inches from the nose. Also, a static arrestor
was burned off the right wingtip leaving a hole five
inches long and one and one-half inches wide. W eather was continuous clouds with moderate rain.
A flight of two F-101s was making an instrument departure through thunderstorm activity. At 5000 feet,
both aircraft were struck by lightning. Loss of magnetic
compasses, directional gyros, and radome damage resulted. Both pilots experienced mild electric shock.
A C- 124 was cruising at 10,000 feet in light to moderate turbulence with no lightning observed. Areas of
severe weather were circumnavigated visually and
through u e of radar. St. Elmo's Fire was observed
followed by a blinding flash in the cockpit. The lightning passed through the aircraft, smashing overhead
cockpit windows, burning out numerous lights and radio components, and interrupting power in three engines. Power loss was due to popping of the magneto
switch pins to the OFF position, possibly the result
of heat generated by arcing in the switch case. Power
was regained by returning the magneto switches to the
ON position.
A B-47 crew observed St. Elmo's Fire on the nose
section foll owed by an electro-static discharge. The incident occurred during departure at 26,000 feet in haze
above broken cumulus clouds. There was no damage.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Flight handbook recommendations, such as turning
cockpit lights up bright, should be followed. Better yet ,
avoid all areas where lightning strikes are most probable. Other weather phenomena of greater hazard to
flight afety-such as extreme turbulence and icingare frequently associated with areas of greatest lightning prevalence.
Report lightning strikes and electro-static discharges
in accordance with paragraph 29, AFR 60-16. Inflight
reports should be given to a Military Metro or Flight
Service Station. Reports may be given to the A TC controlling agency when conditions do not permit leaving
A TC frequency. After landing, the pilot is required
to complete an AF Form 1228, "Aircraft Hazardous
Weather Report," available at the weather station. The
forecaster will assist, and completion is quite painless.
Information obtained from these reports will be used
to develop techniques in predicting unusual weather
phenomena. 1;:[

CONCLUSIONS

Lightning strikes and electro-static discharges frequently occur to Air Force aircraft. Damage resulting
from these incidents is usually negligible. Isolated cases
indicate that structural damage does occur but rarely
results in an aircraft accident.
Lightning strikes occurred most frequently below
10,000 feet and rarely occur above 20,000 feet.
Reporting requirements and lack of exposure statistics by aircraft prevent a close comparison of susceptibility by aircraft type. There is some indication that
lightning strikes and electro-static discharges are more
likely with large aircraft and result in damage greater
than with smaller aircraft.
Lightning strikes or electro-static discharges occur
in all seasons with a maximum in the spring and a
minimum in the fall.
Lightning strikes are among the most startling phenomena an aircrew can experience. They are u ually
accompanied by explosive sounds and blinding flashe s
of light. Historically, the evidence shows they are rarely dangerous, but aircrews should recognize the hazard
potential.
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Lightning damage to radome of C-54

Same plane received serious damage to horizontal stabilize r

FAA
ADVISORIES
Robert L. Terneuzen , FAA Liaison Officer

RADAR EN ROUTE PENETRATIONS. Many
words have been written on this subject and, as with
many new air traffic procedures, there are loopholes that
cause misunderstandings between pilot and controller.
Let's try to clarify a few right now.
First off-it is no longer necessary for a pilot to request "J AL Enroute Penetration to Patushnik AFB."
FAA has eliminated the requirement for the jet pilot
to advise if he possesses low altitude charts. This will
be reflected in a forthcoming revision to Planning Document, Section II, page 19, paragraph IV A-3 and 4.
So that you'll better understand a few of the rules the
controller works with, here they are-in condensed
versiOn:
1. An enroute penetration shall be authorized only
when it will expedite the movement of the aircraft from
an enroute altitude to the final approach without execution of maneuvers depicted on the J AL chart.
2. The controller possesses complete discretion for
the provision of this procedure and his reason for disapproving a request for this service is not subject to
question nor need it be communicated to the pilot.
3. When an enroute penetration is initiated by the
controller, the pilot shall be advised of the controller's
intent. NOTE: It remains the pilot's prerogative to
elect to conduct a published high altitude penetration
instead of an enroute penetration.
4. When an enroute penetration has been authorized, it shall not be terminated without the consent of
the pilot except as required by radar outage or emergency situations.
5. Prior to issuing an enroute penetration clearance, the controller shall transmit:
a. Current weather at locations where the official
weather is reported as being at or below the highest
circling minima established for the airport concerned.
b. The current Runway Condition Reading (RCR)
to Air Force and ANG Aircraft. RCR information
will be provided and updated to centers, towers and
Approach Control facilities by Air Force Base Operations Offices at airports not having FAA service.
6. Clearance limit assignment shall be to a navigational aid/fix depicted on the J AL chart from which
a jet penetration can be conducted in the event two way
communication failure is experienced.
7. The pilot shall be advised of his position in relation to the clearance limit when descent or penetration clearance is issued. In the event radar vectors are
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required which will take the aircraft off the previously
assigned non-radar route, advisories shall be issued
giving the position of the aircraft with relation to the
clearance limit or destination airport, as appropriate.
8. The distance from the destination airport that
penetration clearance should be issued can be determined
by adding the number 10 to the first two digits of the
flight level; e.g., an aircraft at flight level 370 should
start descent approximately 47 miles from the airport
of intended landing ( 37+10=47). NOTE: The above
procedure is based on a rate of descent of 4000 to
6000 feet per minute.
Now that you understand a few of the controller's
responsibilities, it is also necessary for the pilot to
understand the necessity of explaining to A TC the
handling he is requesting in connection with the "Radar E nroute Penetration."
When making your request, include the type approach
you wish to make, i.e. " Handoff to Patushnik GCA"
or "Radar vector to Patushnik ILS final approach course
Runway 31," or "ASR approach to Patushnik Runway
31." Also, cross check your radar position with VOR,
ILS, etc.
To wind up-let's just say that should a situation
arise with which you are unfamiliar, "for your own
safety ask questions."
HOLDING PATTERNS. Commencing 1 March
the revised IFR aircraft holding pattern procedures
implemented by the FAA in January 1962 are the sole
basis for providing protected airspace for holding patterns.
VOR IDENTIFICATION. FAA has completed
plans to make a change in voice identified VOR stations. Instead of hearing "Coolstone Omni" you will
soon hear "Coolstone VOR"--or "VORTAC" and in
a female voice, yet !
ROSES . On 15 November 1963 Mr. Harold D.
Garman, a March RAPCON controller, very likely
averted an aircraft accident. A T -33 was departing
Norton AFB during IFR weather ( 400 feet ceiling
and one-half mile visibility in light rain with cloud tops
reported at 12,000 feet). Shortly after takeoff, a right
turn was started to comply with the A TC clearance.
Due to a 50-degree discrepancy in the primary compass system, the turn was stopped short on a heading
that would have taken the aircraft into mountains.
Mr. Garman noted the error on his scope and promptly
steered the pilot to a safe heading. '{';{
',
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ON. /.cGUARD
ATTITUDE! " Somehow if you can get every
man in the organization to realize that what he does
will make or break a mission - may mean a pilot's life
that's possibly the best accident prevention
insurance in the world."

This is the conv1ctwn, expressed in varying ways,
but the underlying, inescapable 'conviction of members
of the A NG's 163rd Fighter Group (AD), Ontario,
Calif.
One of the best ways of improving any operation is
to examine a similar, highly successful one, then apply
practices and procedures that are paying off. It was
with this purpose in mind that activities of the 163rd
were observed and its people questioned.
"Applying 66-1 concepts and making the system work,
this is the simplified explanation of our maintenance
concept." So said a Chief Master Sergeant in the
glassed-in Workload Control Room from which all
ramp activities can be observed . He should know ; he
has been on the job since before tq(l: squadron was
called to active duty for Korean service in 1950. He
and another CMSgt seated near9y readily a<;Imitted that
a nucleus of permanent men helps, but th€y hastened
to stress the attitude aspect, one saying, "These people
are here because they want to be- for many it's their
bread and butter, and for all, the best they can contribute at all times is their minimum fair share."
The Group's Fighter Squadron, the 196th, flys F86s-not the most forgiving aircraft in the world. And
there vvas a note of pride in the voice of the maintenance squadron major who pointed out that these birds
are now 13 years old. They don't look it. Obviously,
a lot of people do care. The fire control system with
its intricate radar gear probably constitutes the biggest maintenance headache, but it's vital to the mission.
and in-commission rate is high.
How long are 781-2 writeups carried forward? One
day. Occasionally two days, but never more unless there
is a delay in obtaining a part. One reason is that main-
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tenance technicians don't hesitate to look in the snack
bar, the ready room, Ops, anywhere in the complex if
they have to locate the pilot to get a better briefing on
the squawk. As one supervisor explained, one or two
questions and the technician may be able to eliminate
a three hour checkout of a system. In fact, the pilots
have caught on and usually, when there is a maintenance problem, will make it a point to personally debrief
the specialists.
The wavy contrails that these part-time flyers draw
across the Southern California sky could lead the uninformed to think that this is a real fun assignment.
Not so! Hang around the fighter squadron for a few
hours and it's readily apparent that this is a serious
job performed by skilled specialists. They may be airline pilots, insurance salesmen, clerks .. . you name it ;
but while on duty at Ontario they are all Air Force
professionals with a serious mission to perform. The
196th jocks can never forget that frequently there are
more than 100 passengers on board the commercial
jets that go into and out of busy Los Angeles International ; and the climb and descent corridors for the
fighters have to share this airspace. In addition, the
jet runway at Ontario is on a direct line with the
instrument runway for Norton AFB and intersects the
extension of the March AFB runway. To complicate
the problem even further, visibility in the lower altitudes is usually at or below VFR minimums in smog.
Here's motivation to stick to departure and arrival corridors! Even this isn't all-neither smog, nor anything
else deters the hardy California lightplane pilots from
buzzing around in the valley like so many multicolored
bugs.
The Sunday Morning Confession-this might be a
fitting title for the practice the Ops officer credited as

-

another important accident deterrent. Any pilot who
has had an experience which could have resulted in
an accident is expected to get up in front of all the
other pilots and tell what happened. The key here, as
pointed out by the Ops officer, is not to levy blame
or criticize (we all make mistakes occasionally) but look
upon such confessions as tools that may save the lives of
the 35 to 40 other pilots in the room . As a major said.
" It was embarrassing telling of the time I punched off
my tanks out at sea without verifying I had enough fuel
to get back, but I felt better for the telling."
Personal equipment. It's all hung on special racks
in a PE room. No one enters without the combination.
Two full time. PE specialists are responsible for maintaining everything in top condition. Chutes, life vests,
helmets and masks are all in orderly rows in a well
lighted, spotless room . There's no escaping the impression that everything kept here is as safe as dedicated
men can make it.
Another impression-this obtained from command
level-there's always an effort to make sure every
man knows the " why" as well as the "how" of his job.
All support personnel are briefed on what goes on in
the cockpit from the time the yellow-marked fighters
break ground until they have completed climbout, followed GCI instructions, made their intercepts and are
recovered. When a man knows, in detail, his unit's
mission, and especially that his contribution fits in and
is necessary for success, he is bound to have a little
more incentive to do the best job he possibly can.
What about the FOD problem; especially when the
responsibility is limited to the squadron ramp and the
taxiways leading to it? The rock on someone else's
taxiway is just as damaging as any other, and there is

nothing to prevent frequent, careful inspections of all
areas used. A little extra cooperation-the willingness
to contribute a little more than your fair share is a good
technique with which to win friends and influence
people who can help. As to FOD, it doesn't matter
what it is, where it comes from or who is to blame;
what matters is keeping foreign objects out of intakes
and cockpits. Careful tool checks, not wearing caps
around running engines, prominently placed posters ;
these are some preventatives employed by the 163rd
Fighter Group.
Things like morale and pride are important in the
accident prevention program of this ANG outfit. These
are underlying attributes, easier to sense than define.
Members of the 163rd Fighter Group are in it because they want to be, not because they have to be.
They remember that to get in they had to sweat out
a waiting list, and that there are always others anxious
to take their places if they don't do their job well.
These Guardsmen maintain a 24 hour alert as their
contribution to the air defense posture of the Southwestern U.S. Their minimum obligation is two fighters
airborne within five minutes, two more within an hour;
quite an accomplishment for a total of 40 pilots, the
majority of whom hold down full time civilian jobs.
To do this, month after month. without accident gives
the pilots and all their support personnel reason to be
proud.
The payoff comes when boring along at night high
over the Sierras. The best survival gear is not the chute
on your back or the survival pack you're sitting on,
it's an airplane made dependable by top ground support together v;ith the know-how to fly the assigned
1111SS!On.
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From an overseas safety publication-in an article
titled Tailplane Icing-comes the following
information on . . .

HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER
ICING
After some incidents which occurred in icing conditions, experimental investigations have been made into
the effect of ice formations on the horizontal stabilizer
leading edge. It is known that in extreme cases such
formations can lead to difficulties in control.
The serious cases occur with a sharp "horn" shaped
ice formation (see diagram)-the shape is more important than the amount-which causes separation of
the flow on the underside of the horizontal stabilizer;
this alters the pressure distribution and therefore the
aerodynamic forces acting on the elevator.
Whether such separations will occur or not will be
determined by many factors, such as speed, local angle
of attack of the airflow at the horizontal stabilizer
and the precise nature of the ice formation, which cannot of course be predicted.
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The angle of attack at the horizontal stabilizer is
the sum of
• the etting of the horizontal stabilizer relative to
the free air stream, and
• the deflection of the free air stream due to the
lift generated by the wing: this is termed the down wash.
The diagram shows that the horizontal stabilizer setting relative to free air stream is normally negative
(nose down) and this angle increases with increasing
no e down aircraft incidence, i.e., with increasing forward speed or with lighter weight. The downwash
angle depends on the lift distribution along the wing
and, in particular, will increase as flaps are progressively lowered.
Flap lowering also causes a rearward movement of

..
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the point thron~h which the lift may be said to act on
the wing, so that a higher downward load is required
on the horizontal stabilizer to prevent the nose from
dropping and this is provided to a greater or lesser
extent by the increase of downwash.
Flow separation on the lower surface as a result
of leading edge ice will do two things :
• It may cause the elevator to be pulled down.
• It will cause more UP elevator movement to be
needed to compensate for the decay in horizontal stabilizer lift.
These two effects combine to produce a pull force
which may reach a very high value in a badly iced up
conditioH, and in an extreme case, say after increasing
the flap angl-e, it may be impossible to recover control
without loss of height and considerable effort.
An investigation has been made concerning a reported
airline incident where, on lowering the flaps to the
final-approach setting, an aircraft developed a nosedown
attitude which required considerable manual effort to
overcome. After some subsequent difficulty in maintaining the desired approach attitude, the pilot was
able to continue the approach and accomplish a safe
landing. It is worth noting that the final-approach flap
selection had been made at the maximum permitted airspeed for that setting.
External Inspection of the aircraft-immediately after
landing-revealed the described horn-type ice formation along the tail surface leading edge, the fin and the
outboard sections of the main-planes.
The amount of ice understandably surprised the pilots
-for the following reawns:
• Tl~e sector concerned was of only 18 minutes
duration.

• The cloud layer at departure and destination airfield was relatively thin ( 3000 ft or so ) and well defined,
affording good contact conditions below its base and
clear air conditions on top during the cruise phase of
the flight.
• The pilots had inspected the wing leading edges
at the top of climb and established an ice-free condition.
Although power-plant anti-icing had been in use
throughout the flight and windshield heaters also in
continuous use (and switched to 'High' during descent),
the L / Edge anti-icing system was not used for the very
simple rea on that it was considered unnecessary.
CONCLUSION
Ice can form extremely quickly and, in the case of
the horizontal stabilizer, it could reach hazardous proportions in the approach phase without any prior evidence of its presence in the clean configuration.
Where the use of aircraft anti-icing systems is concerned there is ample world-wide evidence of the fact
that pilots tend to rely on personal judgment. It must
now be emphasized that the pilot cannot always be
aware of the presence of ice on his aircraft, especially
the horizontal stabilizer, not to mention the fact that the
shape of any accrued ice will be only one of an infinite
variety. The moral, therefore, is simply this:
In the interests of flight safety, pilots should make
the fullest use of all available anti-icing systems whenever ice is present or likely to be encountered even for a
short time. Modern anti-icing systems are extremely
effective and, when properly used, will prevent the ice
formation described in this note.
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Ca pt Gerald R. Malmgren (ADC)
Loring Air Force Base, Maine

*an old Marine axiom m eaning " pllllllp the ladder , Jack , I'm aboard."

Our hero and Joe, the cool copilot,
have departed the east coast for
Scott AFB, Illinois. They have been
delayed waiting for fuel, for a power
unit, an A TC clearance and clearance on the active. When they take
off, their clearance for weather has
expired by five minutes. Ten minutes before their takeoff the weather
for Scott has been changed drastically. This change is not relayed to
the pi lots before their takeoff and
no effort is made to forward them a
weather advisory while they are enroute.
The pilots have calculated for a
moderate headwind during the climb
but their fi rst checkpoint finds them
far behind their time and fuel schedule. They write this initial error off
to mutual mistakes by themselves ,
weather service and Lockheed. The
clear air at flight level 320 is unaccountably crowded with clouds so
our hero presses on to a higher altitude . The briefing ind icated the most
adverse winds to be in the middle
thirty thousands so the climb is continued to flight level 400.
At this lofty stratus they find the
peaches to be soggy and the cream
curdled as they continue, despite inflight revisions, to fall behind in time
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and fuel. Twenty minutes from destination hero, by diligent use of his
rose colored pencil, figures they can
make it legally and theoretically.
The unexpected cloud layer at
flight level 320 and the adverse
winds at cruising altitude have whispered nasty things about weather into hero's ear, so he calls well in advance for the Scott weather. The
report he receives is the same foul
news he should have known before
he took off. A few more rungs of
Jack's ladder are pulled up when
hero is advised that three aircraft
have already made missed approaches at Scott and are on their
way to their alternates.
I ow hero is a 60-16 lawyer from
way back and his alternate on the
form is a debutante's stone throw
from Scott. A hasty glance at the
chart find s Sewart AFB to be his
best bet so they immediately alter
course for Nashville. Credit hero
with a rung or two.
On the way to Sewart hero
searches for, but can't find, the letdown book fo r that area. He hadn't
checked prior to the flight and someone has removed it. Another rung
gone. Happily enough, for the moment, hero learns that Joe has a let-

down book so he tells him to handle
the radio and the navaids and hero
will direct the air machine.
Extreme radio difficulty is encountered on the way to Sewart and
hero notes that Joe is saying "Stewart" instead of "Sewart" so he corrects him over the interphone. They
finally contact Center control over
Nashville and Joe asks for a "Stewart" VOR approach. Center denies
this request but they don't tell our
crew that Sewart doesn't have a
VOR approach nor do they correct
Joe for saying "Stewart" again.
Hero doesn't know that Sewart
has no VOR Approach. He doesn't
know that Joe has a crummy mask.
He does know that the cabin altitude
is 37,000. He doesn't know why Joe
keeps saying "Stewart" after repeated corrections. Hero is pretty
dumb.
Center can't get our crew into
Sewart because of heavy cross traffic at lower levels. They have been
informed that our crew is running
out of fuel. They ask Joe if the bird
can get to "Hop." Hero and Joe
search frantically for "Hop" or anything like it; they give up and say
that they don't think they can make
it to "Hop" and want to land at

t

Sewart. Come to find out when Center said "Hop" they meant Campbell AAF which has over 10,000 feet
of concrete runway and is called,
locally and colloqu ially, "Hop" because the servicing navaid is located
at Hopkinsv ill e and its call letters
are HOP. Another rung over the
ide.
Center gives Joe a clea ranee to
Sewart so complicated and so
quickly that neither pi lot can copy it
much less comply with their limited
fuel supply. It is dark by now and
the red fuel low warning lights are
casting a warm glow throughout the
cockpit. Hero gives up the clearance
routine and declares an emergency.
A discrete GCA frequency is declined in favor of Guard channel.
Hero is squawking "mayday" and
GCA has him and is controll ing
the descent.
The indications from the VOR
that Joe has cranked in don't look
right to hero but Joe has complained
about not being able to get the right
identifier so hero ignores it, besides
hero's middle initials are GCA. That
ladder is just about fingertip high.
Hero's attitude indicator's red
light goes out so he asks Joe to take
the airplane since they are in night
weather. Joe right away starts a
climbing right turn. Hero now gets
a clue that maybe Joe is on the sauce
or something so he takes the airplane again and uses a very distracting white light to illuminate the
instrument panel.
They break out of the clouds
around 3000 feet in the very dark
rain. Suddenly GCA isn't talking
anymore. Hero and Joe call them
frantically, individually and collectively. The tower responds very
weakly with a steer to Sewart. This
heading is almost the opposite from
the VOR indication . Hero follows

Goblin asks them via landline to turn
on their runway light .
Now hero has been flying from a
12,500 foot runway that is 300 feet
wide, has the IV ALA system complete with strobe and centerline
lights. The runway before him is
4800 feet long, 90 feet wide and has
little approach lighting to speak of.
He lands at least halfway down the
runway; he knows there probably
isn't a barrier and has no idea of the
terrain. With supreme effort, hero
goe around trying desperately not
to look at the fuel indication.
Weather, FAA, GCA and Joe
have all had a shot at pulling up
hero's ladder and now it's his turn.
Hero is going to have a short landing roll, he's going to slow it down
and he's going to land on the end of
the runway.
Hero doesn't know it but he's run
out of rope, ladder that is. Over the
end of the runway at a low airspeed
he pulls off the power and, as advertised, the airplane quits flying and
falls the remaining three or four
feet and bounces into the air higher
than hero knew anything could
bounce. He applies power for recovery but due to an entire lack of
fuel the engine does not respond.
The next contact is nose first which
blows a tire; the bird bounces again
and the next contact again is nose
first on the blown tire ; the wheel
cocks and the no e gear is ripped
from the aircraft. Hero does indeed
have a short landing roll.
Later, smoking several cigarettes
and thinking about all the mountains
they didn't run into, hero and Joe
are approached by the first of a mob
of natives. The local observes, "Say,
you-all did a right smart job gittin'
that there jet on this here field."
Hero, tired and tarnished , says,
"Joe, get that man's name." --f:I

"Semper Fi" is the first in a
series of safety articles written
by students attending the Flying
Safety Officers' Course at the
University of Southern California . Under the guidance of Col
Daniel Lewis, USAF, Ret, formerly
an information and Safety Education officer, and now a USC
faculty member, articles such as
this are being written as a school
assignment. We of AEROSPACE
SAFETY magazine staff are confident readers will find these articles refreshing, pertinent and of
value to the accident prevention
prog ram.

the steer; they have an oscillating indication of 30 gallons on the liquidometer and a flat zero on the totaltzer.

"This is Goblin Control, can we
be of assistance?" When hero hears
this voice he looks up expecting to
see something coming down like Mt.
Sinai. Goblin control has been trying
to tell Sewart GCA over the landline that they are making some serious errors in controlling hero but
Sewart has ignored them because
they were busy with an emergency,
i.e. hero. Due to a radar phenomenon
that hero till doesn't understand ,
Sewart was painting a reflection of
his squawk and had run him 52 miles
from the base.
When they are informed of their
position ou r crew knows they'll
never make Sewart with their fuel
and ask for the nearest base. It's a
small civilian field 15 miles distant;
hero, with eyeballs on the plexiglass,
spots a green light a long, long way
off. He can't see a runway until
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CROSS COUNTRY
NOTES
from REX RILEY

One of the best ways of identifying accident problem areas is to read safety publications of the other
services and commands. Editors and safety officers
use these pub-lications as a means of alerting their
people to current problems-and as a means of offering
suggestions as to what to do about such problems.
Here's a f'rinstance, gleaned from half a dozen that
accounted for an evening's homework for Rex:
Barrier engagements-not that barrier engagements
themselves are particularly hazardous, rather that we
still have drag chute failures, wheel and tire problems,
takeoff abort situations, hydraulic fai lures-all sorts of
things that can go wrong with the normal stopping
systems of our birds.
Ejections. This is a real doozie. Four out of five
jocks still make it-that's about the same average we've
held for several years. And we've got more contraptions than the whole Rube Goldberg family could have
devised. The sad part is, most all systems will work
as designed . . . if they are maintained properly . . .
if Dash One procedures are followed . . . if you jocks
pull the handles before you get too low. Some mighty
big "Ifs" there. Incidentally, a lot of people are working like mad to devise a true zero-zero ejection capability. It's needed for two reasons: once in a while a real
hairy emergency crops up on the deck, and history
shows that we need a system that will protect a few
troops from their own mistakes.
Weather. This is one that really makes Rex shake
his head. Month in and month out safety scribes pound
away on this one. Here's one of those "known but unrespected" areas. Every winter a gaggle of fighters gets
caught above a ba e that's socked in and they find out
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too late to run for an alternate. Sashayin' around in
nowstorms, trying to get lined up with a couple of
mile of concrete makes real scary reading. Rex doesn't
envy these troops-usually a little better support and
they wouldn't get trapped.
Design deficiencies. 'Wonder how many gear-ups
we'd have had if the "Up" lever were located back in
a cockpit corner almost out of reach and a long way
from the flap handle? How many inadvertent drag chute
jettisonings if the chute loosener were on the opposite
side from the deployment handle? What would the rate
be if all trainers would recover "hands off" from spins?
Discipline. Rex used to get as big a kick out of rat
racing around the clouds as the next guy. But, like
biplanes, free-to-do-with-as-you-please airspace is al most extinct. There's just too good a chance of coming eyeball to eyeball with some commercial joker.
Uncle has some pretty sharp radar eyes now, so you'd
better be where you're supposed to be at all times.
Got to admit that this discipline thing makes sense,
any way you slice it. A lot of Rex's friends aren't
around to read this because they tried short cuts.
Complacency. There's another one that really gets
a workout in the safety mags. Take an experienced pilot, gob of hours in the bird, good weather, no mechanical problems, nice sunny day, maybe a sukoshe
crosswind, and he bashes it. 1 brow in a little adversity
and he hacks it every time (throw in a lot and he'll
rack up a "Well Done").
Rex could go on and on like this, but you get the
picture. The boys who put out these books keep eyes
and ears peeled for accident trends and do their darndest to alert the troops. Their mags are monthly signboards, pointing out current pitfalls. Everyone who
tlys should read and apply the suggestions to his own
situation. Next time you might just be the other guysomebody always is!
ALL KINDS OF REASONS . With power plugged
in, the T -33 pilot carried on with the starting procedures. Shortly, the landing gear decided to collapse.
Fortunately the damage was minor or less. Unfortunately for him, the pilot was found at fault. The
investigator felt the pilot failed to check the gear
handle down and locked prior to engine start or he
inadvertently raised the gear handle during start. A
contributing cause factor was that the crew chief
pulled the down lock safety pins prior to completion
of engine start and without the go ahead from the
pilot. The pilot was relieved of duties as an instructor
pilot and will be given a goin' over stand check before flying again. You know what? No mention was
made as to what, if any, actions were taken toward
the crew chief. Strangely enough this happens too many
times. We nail the pilots' hides to the wall but maintenance and supervisory troops get a slap on the wrist
or a dressing down or verbal reprimand. Rex remembers a C-47 accident in which the control wheel chains
on the pilot's side were re-installed backward. On takeoff the "Goon" banged real good and the crew almost
bought the farm. Sure, the pilot got nailed good but the
mechanic and inspector who were equally responsible
got off scot-free. End of sermon that I promised I
would avoid.

•
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HELOS AND WHEEL FIRES
Capt Thomas C. Seebo
3560 PTWg , Webb AFB, Texa s

n invaluable asset, as a bonus to bases with the Local Ba e Rescue (LBR) system, may be realized
in the use of the HH-43B helicopter to cool brake
or wheel fires.
Much has been written in AEROSPACE SAFETY
(July 1961 , March and July 1962) concerning the primary crash-rescue mission of thi chopper with its fire
fighting capability. Now, another effective use has been
added to its flexibility. For example, Perrin AFB has
used the HH-43B many times on wheel fires of the F102. Some fire departments have found that portable
fans placed beside hot brakes on large type aircraft are
most effective. It stands to reason that the big fan provided by the HH-43B will do a more effective job.
Many personnel have been injured, some critically,
from exploding wheels, locked brakes, or blown tires.
There is a thin line between contained fire and disaster. When magnesium on wheels starts popping, it's
obvious that a big knife of white flame is toying with
that thin line. Another multimillion dollars worth of
aerospace equipment could easily be scratched from
the Air Force inventory. If a portable fan aids in containing a fire, why not use the cooling 30 to 40 knot
wind generated by the HH-43B rotors?
Last year at Webb AFB there were numerous occurrences of hot wheels, locked brakes, and wheel fires
on the T-38. Of major significance was a hot magnesium fire on one wheel. The fire department was having little success in combating the fire with established
CB procedure . When the burning rubber of the tire
was nulled with a grappling hook, magnesium sparks
flew in all directions and firemen retreated to a safe distance. (Aircraft wheel explosions generally blow out
perpendicular to the fuselage so the HH-43B is not endangered if hover is maintained with this factor in
mind ). The Fire Chief signaled the helicopter to a
previously discussed hover position. The HH-43B was
maintained in an up-wind hover position and within
eight minutes, the crash crew could put their bare
hands on the wheel. Subsequent to this experience, it
has become standard practice to u e the available LBR
helicopter on hot brakes or wheel fires. ince ground
firemen are able to stand away from the danger area,
their exposure to the hazard of wheel fires has been
minimized .
(A note of caution must be injected here for the
crew of the helicopter: Fires of this type may take
place in a row of parked aircraft. Therefore, extreme
:are must be exercised when maneuvering around this
environment, which is usually avoided like the plague.
Some associated hazards are: tails of large aircraft
which extend manv feet into the air. aircraft stands.
vehicles, and loo e 'objects, such as cowling, which may
be blown about the ramp.)
One might theorize an FOD hazard from debris
picked up by the rotor bla t and forced into the engine
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of the distressed aircraft. Although we·ve not encoun tered it, this problem could be easily solved by intake
plugs and exhaust covers install ed by rr~~h crews or
an adequate inspection system.
More and more the airborne fire fighting rescue role
is being adopted . The Civil Aeronautics Board recently
published a study that mentioned the value of airborne
crash rescue veh icles. Still there remain many skeptics
concerning the value of the LBR-HH-43B in the role
of fire fighting support or fire suppression. The most
common misconception is the thought that the fresh
air blown into the fire will cause the fire to burn more.
On the contrary, the air cools the fire , metals, gases
and fire fighters as well. The Air Force fire training
school has compared the helicopter rotor wind action
to that of blowing out the flame of a match.
Although this article deals primarily with a specialization in combating wheel fires, the role should not be
restricted. This cooling effect should be employed to
maximum advantage. Recall the B-47 disaster reported
in
ovember 1962 AEROSPACE SAFETY? Although the B-47 crew was rescued. four firemen were
killed in an after-fire explosion. Here the cooling effect
of the rotor wash possibly could have prevented the
explosion. Thus, there is justification in not pulling the
HH-4JB away from its establi shed fire fi ghting support
pos ition too soon.
Just where the mi sions of the LBR detachment
and the Base Fire Department become separate is
dependc;1t upon personnel and situation . A sound train ing program, based upon mutual indoctrinati0n, planning, and coordination by personnel of these two distinct and separate, yet complimentary, fire fighting units,
will assure maximum mission afety and effectiveness
whenever they work together. The HH-43B system
has proven itself a valuable asset in fighting fires . The
senior Fire Protection Supervi sor on the scene should
not hesitate to request an assist from the chopper 's
rotor wash if he deems it advisable.
What is gained by this use of this airborne rescue
vehicle? First of all, there is the protection provided
crash rescue teams. Second, the savings in aerospace
equipment. Third, the increased capability provided base
fire departments, particularly where explosive weapons
are involved. Fourth is the relatively small danger to
the HH-43B crew ; and fifth is the added asset of giving the base and the Air Force more return for the
individual dollar investment in the LBR detachment .
In short, a close coordination between Base Fire Departments and HH-43B LBR detachments can effectively re ult in saving of additional lives and equipment-a furtherance of the Air Rescue Service LBR
mission, "That Other May Live." Coordinated training
will lead to the professionalism and proficiency that
makes any system function at peak capability. i:J
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In an age where air traffic has
multiplied, speeds have trebled , aircraft have become infinitely more
complicated and traffic procedures
have become more complex and critical, I see statistics every day which
prove that flying is safer than it
ever was in the "good old days."
"B ut," I ask myself, " in the face
of such evidence, why do we still
have to read accident reports about
the same old bonehead tricks that
were pulled twenty years ago?"
One fellow blows a ship apart by
taking off with a hot brake, another
clobbers into the side of a mountain
while trying to make up hi own instrument approach in IFR weather,
a third runs off the end of the runway by overloading his airplane or
disregarding his computed takeoff
data.
This last one can sti ll be seen in
many flight planning rooms any day
in the week. This clown will spend
the better part of an hour figuring
performance figures to jot down on
his checklist. He explains that this
protects him in case "anything
should happen." Then he taxis out,
lines up with the runway and jams
on full throttle, hoping that his crate
flies before the runway runs outjust like in the "old days." No ref-
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erence at all to the performance figures he has computed!
Why? It has been called poor
judgment, poor technique, pilot
error ... put any label you want on
it but what it really amounts to is
that a small percentage of our people
are only paying lip service to the
flying safety program .
Here are some typical examples :
Take the aircraft commander who
skips all or part of the walk-around
inspection to make a takeoff time
good, or the instructor pilot who
tells hi s student that the lineup check
is completed when it really isn't, but
he's in a hurry to get back upstairs
into the cool air, or the eager beaver
who wouldn't hear of aborting a
mission in spite of low torque readings at Decision Speed.
There are many examples I could
go through, but you've come across
these "vacations from good judgment" if you've but a few months'
flying experience.
In the cockpit, there is always the
pressure of time. Quick decisions are
a must. But most decisions are made
for us in the Dash One or the appropriate standardization manual.
All that is necessary is that we know
our " bible." To my mind this is the
big difference between the non-pro-

fess ional and the real aircraft commander.
We have another hazard at the
supervisory level. In recent years,
because of the increased reliance on
stereotyped instruction, grading and
evaluati on, and because of the increased dollar consciousness, we are
developing some of the following
types:
• The operations type who sends
off a 27-ship formation in marginal
weather because he " just has to fill
in those squares on the training
chart before an inspection."
• The operations officer who
reprimands one of his aircraft commanders or instructor pilots for not
flying through a severe weather area
to get his airplane back on time. Almost every issue of every safety
magazine printed has one or more
articles on the foolishness of blasting through a squall line or even
small thunderstorms, but this makes
no impression on the "boss man."
• The commanding officer who
unofficially criticizes the instructor
pilot who sat down at an outlying
field when it became necessary to
cage one while over the field. The
commander argues that the home
field was only 30 minutes away and,

.
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after all, "the bird could fly all day
on one engine. Look at all the expense and overtime that could have
been saved." I wonder how sympathetic he would be if the IP tried to
make it back and creamed the aircraft? Mission accomplishment is a
fi ne thing but it should not be allowed to color the pilot's judgment.
Nor shoul d pressure be applied to
sway his decision. No matter how
realistic an exercise is, it is still a
peacetime operation. In fact, even in
time of war, I wonder whether it
would be better to abort the mission
and have the airplane and crew
available for another day, or to send
them out and lose them! There are
many more examples that could be
quoted-and I can't enti rely blame
the supervisory types I've described.
They can't do anything about the
pressures from above!
In spite of the examples described,
I've never come away from a mission briefing without hearing the
miss ion commander ay, with great
dignity, "flying safety will not be
compromised under any circumstance."
If that isn't lip service then I
don't know what is !
"So what's the answer?" you ask.
The answer lies with every one of
us who wears the shield on his
wings. Remembering always that
there i no peacetime mi sion that
can justify the loss of a ship or
crew, because of cutting corners or
bending regulations. We can base
our decisions on what we know to
be sound judgment.
Learn to overcome "get-homeitis" and "I can always go 100 lower
than minimums." Recognize the fact
that you, the pilot, are the ultimate
deciding factor in the conduct of the
flight. Use your prerogatives. Only
you know your own limitations.
Only you will answer to the Chief
Pilot "up there" for the lives you
take with you through irresponsible
decision making.
Do these th ings and maybe in another quarter century you will be
writing articles, advising young tigers in matters aeronautical !
I'll be reading them on an RON
on some far off asteroid in another
galaxy (an expression I got from
my son).
How do I know I'll still be
around?
I know because I fly by the book
- do you? 1:J:
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ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS AND ALMOST . . .

~ FOR LACK OF A BRIEFING. Primary cause for this major accident

was levied on the pilot for the straightforward reason that he landed
at an incorrect and unsuitable airfield. But consider how improbable
this accident would have been had not the following discrepancies
also existed:
The crew had not been given a route check into the area .
Neither the crew nor the mission commander had been properly
briefed on the mission .
The mission commander failed to closely review pre-planned crew
scheduling and route check accomplishment.
Adequate aircrew folders had not been provided for the aircrews.

~

FUEL FUMES IN KC-97s. Fuel fumes were noted in the cockpit shortly
after the KC-97 had taken off. The mission was aborted and the aircraft
landed without incident. A check of the aerial refueling system disclosed
cracks in the drain tube assemblies. Most probable cause was freezing
of moisture which had collected in the lines, causing expansion and
subsequent cracking of the fuel lines.

~

BIRDS' RUNWAY. Shortly after unstick and prior to gear retraction,
a KC-135 flew through a flock of young seagulls, killing an estimated
40 birds. One or more were ingested into the Nr 2 engine, causing
momentary torching, but no loss of power. All copilot's and navigator's
airspeed indications were noted to be fluctuating and reading incorrectly. Fuel was dumped and the aircraft returned for landing . Nr 2
engine was changed due to severe bending of inlet guide vanes. The
right pitot mast was bent and dented and numerous small dents were
found on the leading edge of the wing.
Local procedures now include a physical check of the runway each
day after sunrise and prior to the first takeoff.

~

SLOW SUPERSABRE. At 4500 feet, 350 knots, on a night training
mission the F-100 experienced what the pilot interpreted to be a power
loss. But a check of engine instruments showed everything to be normal.
Just to be on the safe side, he decided to land at a nearby AF base .
Upon landing he discovered that his drag chute had deployed during
flight. The drag chute canopy was fully blossomed and none of the
risers had failed, nor did the chute show any signs of being burned .
The coupling, which the books say will shear at airspeeds above 180
knots, still held at 350 knots.

~

SIDEWAYS FLIGHT. At 5000 feet, when speed brakes were opened,
the F-106 pilot heard a loud noise, the nose veered right and the airplane slid left. Speed brakes were closed immediately. Fl ight was normal. Another F-1 06 was contacted and came alongside . Again the
speed brakes were opened. Chase noticed that the right brake came
open, but the left remained closed . Hydraulic fluid was noted to be
coming from the speed brake area . Speed brakes were closed. A seven
and one-half inch crack running the length of the extended port of the
actuator was found after landing . 1:J:
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MISSILANEA

CRITICAL PERSO
EL PERFORMANCE-It
seems that every organization has its share of "devilmay-care" characters. T hey chance in jury and even
death at every turn and go on laughing. That is, until
they get caught in a sq ueeze.
Take the example of the airman who was to be
suited in protective clothing for a hazardous area task.
Contrary to all tech data and standard operating procedures, less than the required number of people were
used to do the job of suiting the man . No check-out
of the air supply valves was made, no communications
system check-out was accomplished and, after suiting,
the supporting personnel failed to remain in the standby area to assist the man in the suit in case of an
emergency. Results: The airman in the suit had no communications capability; he experienced difficulty in
breathing and left the hazard area in the wrong direction . He failed to pop his face mask or unzip the suit
and was found in the shower room in a dangerous
state of exhaustion.
What does this point out? HUMAN ERROR.
How does one cope with this ? TRAIN I I G.
Management must maintain adequate supervision, assure that personnel are properly trained, and emphasize the importance of abid ing by published directives.
Lt Col J. F. Smej kal , Dire ctorate o f Aerospace Safety

TORN TAIL-It was 0845 on a rainy morning. The
sky was overcast and the wind was blowing at 18 knots,
gusting to 27. Visibility was reduced . The temperature
was 53° F. It was not exactly picnic weather and certainly not the type of weather conducive to safe operations.
Due to launch site construction, spare Mace missiles
were being stored temporarily in earth-covered aircraft
shelters which can accommodate six mi ssiles. These
shelters have sloping walls with large, exposed brace
beams. One of the three missiles already parked was
12 inches off position, thus restricting the parking of
additional missiles. Spotters were properly positioned,
but while the fou rth missile was being backed into the
unlighted shelter, the horizontal stabilizer assembl y was
fo rced against a brare beam of the shelter, causing a
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15-inch tear, six inches from the tip. As the tear exceeded the criteria for repair, the damaged component
had to be replaced.
Primary cause was supervisory error in that the crew
chief failed to stop the operation when adverse weather
warranted it. Contributing cause factors were: ( 1)
Previously parked missile not properly aligned. (2)
MM-1 truck is difficult to maneuver in close quarters
because of the high RPM required for adequate power
steering and resultant lurching of the vehicle. ( 3) Lack
of intercom between crew chief, spotters, and MM-1
operator. The high RPM of the MM- 1 trucks creates
about 100 decibels of noise which makes voice communication almost impossible. ( 4) Lack of painted guide
lines to indicate correct position for parked vehicles.
( 5) Prevailing weather which caused the interior of un lighted shelter to be very dark.
Acti on taken or contemplated: ( 1) Guide lin es will
be painted. ( 2) Maintenance supervi ors and crew
chiefs have been cautioned against attempting operations during adverse weather conditions. ( 3) A study
will be submitted to WRAMA recommending replacement of some MM-1 Yehicles with modified M-series
semi-tractors for maneuvering in close quarters. ( 4 )
The installed translauncher intercom system is being
studied fo r possible use between spotter, crew chief,
and operator positions. ( 5) The number of mi ssiles
stored in each shelter will be limited to four.
This mishap points up the need for continuous vigilance of activities that deviate temporarily from the
normal pattern of operations. Supervisors and crew
chiefs should analyze each new operation to be performed and insure that any threat to safety is eliminated
or minimized.
Where high noise levels restrict voice communication, the use of standard hand signals is recommended.
However, if you can't see or hear each other, common
sense dictates that the operation should be delayed
pending arrival of a more favorable environment.

..
I

..

Lt Col Joh n A. Worhach, Directorate of Aeros pace Safety

SECURITY LIGHT RESET- LCC. During arecent test exercise it was noted that the Outer Security
Violated and the Inner Security Violated warning
lights on the Missile Status Indicator Panel of the
Launch Control Console could be reset by depressing
the di splay selector pushbutton only. This appears to
be at variance with the technical manual which implies
that both the Security Reset button on the Alarm Monitor Panel and the display selector pushbutton must be
depressed to extinguish these lights.
An examination of the circuit reveals that the lampdriver circuit is so designed that a loss of SCN common, which occurs when the di splay selector pushbutton
is actuated, can allow a clock pulse to reset the lampdriver flip-flop, thus extinguishing the Inner and Outer
Security Alarm indicators.
Use of the display selector pushbutton alone fo r
reset is not detrimental to the equipment. The important thing is for users of the system to recognize that
reset on the single button is normal and is not an indicati on of a malfunction. A technical manual change
to reflect this has been recommended.

•

Minuteman Service N ews , Boeing Aero-Space Div

i

Lt Col John L. Anderson, Directorate of Aerospace Safety
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We're always pounding you
troops on the head to use tech
orders. So, the other day when we
were confronted with a pretty important problem, we quite naturally
went to the tech order to look up the
answer. (Good idea to practice what
we preach, you know.) No sweat, we
figgerecl. All we gotta do is turn to
the proper section and read the answer. Oh, it might take a little
thought and some interpretation,
but the es entials are all there.
Whoa! Wait a minute-better make
sure we've got the right sectionwouldn 't want to quote the wrong
section or checklist, or otherwise we
might destroy the image that we
safety troops have struggled to build
as "experts" in all matters. Here's
how the sentence on applicability
reads:
"Thi section is used to verify the
warning and alarm system readiness only in event of a malfunction
of a related system during launch
control system to standby . . ."
Now, that sentence may be pretty
straightforward to you, but it didn't
make much sense to us. We
thought we had the thread of it for a
minute, until we began to flounder
on the part about a "related sy tem. "
(Aren't all systems related? Maybe
they're talking about another weapons system!) By the time we got to
the part about " . . . during launch
control system to standby ... " we
found ourselves going under for the
third time.
Well, we thought, this is a fine
kettle of fish ! First time in months
we've been stumped by a tech order,
but by George, we're having trouble
reading this one! Must be out of
practice, eh? Hopelessly confused a<s
to whether or not we should use this
section, we decided to consult some
of our college-trained engineering
friends and ask them to explain its

meaning. Noting the puzzled looks
on their faces, it wasn't too long
until we became convinced that they
weren't any smarter than we when
it came to reading. A little headscratching on the part of several
others soon made it pretty clear that
the problem was not really the intelligence level of the reader. The
entence was just extremely difficult
to understand.
Now, we don't want to keep kicking a dead horse and we certainly
don't intend to make a federal ca~t>
out of this particular sentence. ] f
it makes sense to you-fine ! Please
explain it to your buddies. But, it
didn't make sense to us and we're
still not sure as to when we're supposed to use this section. Our only
reason for bringing the matter up
is to serve as an example that not
all of the people who use tech orders
fully understand all of the words.
( We have a sneaking suspicion that
not all of them are in our shop!)
Even if the reader understands the
words, the sentence may be meaningless and confusing to him because
of the way the words are put together.
So, what's all the fuss about one
little sentence in one small section
taken from reams and reams of tech
data ? And, furthermore, what does

all this have to do with safety? Simply this-if we must use tech orders
to operate and maintain Air Force
equipment (and we must !) -let's be
absolutely certain that all the troops
understand precisely what, when,
and how they are supposed to do a
given task. If they don't understand
what to do and when and how to do
it, and in the process they happen to
fracture the bird, that would be an
accident; but, when the old man
finds out that the accident could have
been prevented, he may in turn fracture the responsible supervisor's career-and that wouldn't be an accident!
If you really want to save the
birds (and perhaps a career or two
-one of which may be your own),
you might fi nd it lucrative to deliberately browse through the tech
orders on your "related systems" to
make ure they are readily and easily
understood. If they don't make sense
to you, the chances are real good
that they won't make sense to someone el e. Once you're convinced that
the fog count is much too high for
clarity and complete understanding,
then make out an AFTO Form 22
and send it in.
Now, if you'll excuse us, we've
gotta fill out a form. Let's see nowhow do you spell confoozin'? ~
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BACKSTOP PAYOFF-Here's a case where a
backup barrier system really paid off. At 175 knots,
after nosewheel liftoff and as the F-100 was becoming
airborne, the windshield fogged over.
Abort!
Drag chute was deployed, then the tail hook released.
The hook first touched the runway 336 feet short of
the BAK 9 cable. Due to the fact that the pilot was
riding the exact centerline of the runway, and there
were irregularities in the surface of the thermo-plastic
centerline paint, the hook bounced just before reaching
the cable. The hook struck the cable slightly above cable
centerline, one inch left of a rubber donut, and failed
to catch. Pilot confidence in cable engagement led to a
delayed decision to jettison external stores until too
late.
The ai rcraft successfully engaged the MA-lA barrier
with the gear at approximately 100 knots. The tail hook
also engaged the MA- l A adapter cable, but the entire
restraining force was borne by the primary cable around
the main gear. Engagement was 20 feet off center with
only slight swerve encountered with chain pickup. Runout extended 1150 feet past the end of the runway and
both chains were pulled their entire length. Damage
was limited to a small fa iring panel and wiring on the
nosewheel strut plus badly worn tires.
Suggestions: Don't abort at such a critical point when
adequate viz can be maintained through the canopy.
when instrument flight can be made or when control
can be passed to an I P. Properly purge vent system
and preheat canopy and windscreens. Don't drag hooks
on centerline stripes. Paint runways with smooth paint.

AN F- 104 MIRACLE
Two F- 104B pilots were engaged in flameout landing
practice. After a low approach the gear failed to retract. At this time the pilots chose to leave the gear
handle clown with the gear indicating clown and locked,
and commence practicing standard SFO patterns, using
AB to get back to the appropriate SFO altitude. T he
next pattern appeared good at the low key. At the 270degree point the front seat pilot felt he was too far
out and decided to turn short, angling in toward the
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runway. Both pilots still felt the positioning was satisfactory. At approximately 500 feet above the ground
the front seat pilot decided sink rate was excessive and
advanced throttle to full military power. Both pilots
noted 230K right after power advance.
With sink rate still excessive, the pi lot anticipated
hitting short and rolled the wings level. About 10 or
15 seconds after the power change, the right tip tank
and main gear struck the ground almost 500 feet from
the end of the runway. The right main gear failed upon
impact. The left main and nose gear then collapsed and
the aircraft skidded almost 2600 feet before stopping.
Immediately after initial contact with the runway
the pilot in the back seat intentionally ejected himself.
The floor of both cockpits rapidly disintegrated during
the skid and caused initiators in the fro nt seat ejection system to fire, pulling the pilot's feet into the seat
stirrups and ejecting his canopy. The seat itself did not
fire due to the binding of the right leg guard on the
right lower console, thus preventing rotation of the
torque tube.
As the ai rcraft slid to a stop, fire broke out below
the rear cockpit and in the left wheel well.
The pilot in the front seat stopcocked the throttle
and tried to get out of the aircraft. Before he could
do so it was necessary to pull the cable cutter lanya rd
over his right shoulder. This done, he departed the aircraft without further difficulty, noting for the first time
that the rear cockpit was empty.
The pilot in the back seat landed safely 1591 feet
from the initial contact point and ran to join the other
pilot.
Neither pilot received injuries other than minor abrasions in spite of the fact that the pilot in the back
did not have his zero lanyard hooked.
This accident emphasizes again that there is no room
for the pilot to err, particularly in an exacting maneuver such as a flameout landing. Probably one outcome of this accident will be a Dash One revision making the A model flameout airspeeds compatible with
those of the C model to provide a better margin of safety.
It is not our position or desire, to place blame o,
ascertain who was at fault, but rather to present enough
factual information to enable the reader to realize the
seriousness of emergenci es of this nature. However, it
appears appropriate to recall that, over the years, it has
frequently been not the failure of a single component,
but the desire to continue the mission in the face of a
component or system failure that has led to trouble.
In peacetime operation it makes sense to put the bird
on the ground, get it fixed, then continue the mission.

...

•

•

Lt Col Frederick C. Blesse, Directorate of Aerospace Safety
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DISASTROUS DESCENTS. Look back several
years in the accident history of the F -102 and you
will discover many problems associated with the operation of the aircraft. Many of these problems have been

resolved; others appear on an intermittent basis and
some problems continually occur with almost certain
pred ictability.
Among the latter, one of the perennial problems involves aircraft descending below the glide path on final
approach. A significant factor of these losses is the consistent frequency of occurrence.
September 1957: During final approach the F-102
struck a telephone pole 1870 feet short of the runway .. .
August 1958: During a GCA the F-102 descended
below the glide path and contacted the tops of trees .. .
Jwne 1959 : During a GCA the F-102 descended below
the glide path and contacted the ground 75 feet short
of the runway ...
May 1960: During a GCA the F-102 descended below
the glide path and contacted the ground 300 feet short
of the runway ...
February 1961: During a GCA the F -102 descended
below the glide path and contacted a fence 450 feet
short of the runway . . .
December 1962: During a GCA the F-102 descended
below the glide path and contacted the tops of trees
one and three-fourths miles short of runway .. .
April 1963: During a GCA the aircraft descended
below the desired glide path and contacted the approach
li ghts ...
Pilot experience in these mishaps ranged from a
low of 500 hours to over 2000 flying hours. All pilots
had fu ll power available, all fl ight instruments were
operating properly, and there were no flight control
malfunctions. Amazingly, none of the pilots was injured.
Although some of the mishaps involved supervision,
weather, and other factors, it was the pilot, in all instances, who permitted the aircraft to deviate from the
glide path.
Inexperience, anxiety, and complacency are overworked terms in an attempt to account for mishap of

this sort; for the po sible consequence of penmttmg
an aircraft to descend below the glide path is as obvious to the fledgling as it is to the eagle. Yet if history rer eats itself, we can anticipate a similar F-102
accident during 1964.
To rebrief pilots advising them not to fly below the
glide path, is hardly the answer. It has not worked in
the past; it insults the intelligence of a professional
pilot.
There is no simple solution to this problem. No one
magic action or monumental directive will eliminate this
type accident. The course of action rests with each.
pilot; for the repetitive history of these mishaps leads
to an almost certain prediction that at least one pilot,
during 1964, will fly an F-102 below the glide path
and have an accident.
The intent of presenting this information is to remind you, as a pilot, of this perennial problem. Perhaps the knowledge gained by an awareness of past
experience will place this problem in a perspective which
is close to home. If it does, we may succeed in eliminating this type mishap during 1964.
Capt Vernon G . Knourek
Directorate of Aerospace Safety-

DOUBLE TROUBLE-At 9000 assigned, in a congested area on the east coast, pilots of a C-123 spotted
a jet transport on a climbing, left turn collision course.
They turned left and pulled up and noted the conflictingaircraft to level momentarily and pass 500 feet below
and 1000 feet in front. As the pilots of the C-123 had
been advised their aircraft was on Center's radar, they
queried as to the reason for the near collision. Center
reported that the jet had taken off from a nearby field.
and the pilot claimed not to have been above 8000·
at the time of the incident. Within thirty minutes,.
and after Center had called a target, the C-123 pilots.
again took evasive action to avoid another transport that
appeared to be on a collision course.
C-123 I FLIGHT FIRE. Runup and takeoff of the
C-123 were normal. After takeoff the nose gear failed
to indicate up and locked. As the pilot recycled the
gear the tower advised that the N r 1 engine appeared
to be on fire. There were no indications of fire from
the engine fire warning system at this time. A visuaf
check by the flight engineer confirmed the tower reporL
At this time the fire warning system T handle did light
up. The engine fire infl.ight procedure was carried out
and the aircraft circled to land. The fire was seen to
die down, but moke continued from the accessory
section. Upon landing the fire flared up again and had
to be extinguished by the crash crew. The fire resulted·
when hydraulic fluid was sprayed in the engine accessory section from a rupture of the hydraulic pressure hose on the outlet side of the engine driven hy-·
draulic pump.
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T-29 CONTROL SURFACE LOCK. During takeoff roll, after directional control was transferred from
nosewheel steering to rudder, a minor correction was
attempted; however, the rudder was locked. The takeoff was aborted and during the last part of the rollout
the rudder reacted normally. A high speed taxi check
was accomplished and all control movements checked
from the cockpit. The aircraft then took off and the
flight was normal. After the flight, the controls were
locked and unlocked several times. The rudder would
stay locked intermittently in the unlocked position.

quite make it. The cables battered the windscreen and
did other assorted damage. The pilot's mask was torn
loose and he received facial injuries but he kept his
head and called for help. Another pilot joined him
and led him in for a succe sful landing. Damage consisted of a bent refueling boom, windscreen and side
panels shattered and their metal supports bent, canopy
glass broken and other damage to the canopy, damaged
nose gear doors, small part of left leading edge flap
broken out, hole in the top of the left drop tank.
There's a joker on those power lines that may not
be common knowledge. The big lines you see sagging
down between towers carry the juice-usually 220 KV .
Up above them, taut, smaller, and harder to see, is a
ground line known as the skyline. Possibly this pilot
failed to see the skyline and drove into it while avoiding the bigger power lines. Remember that little joker
on top!

•
I

...

Investigation revealed the locking pin to be broken
at the first gear serration, and the top of the pin was
lying on the floor of the fuselage.
This malfunction could have resulted in the loss of
the aircraft and crew. Any binding or unintentional
locking of controls should be thoroughly investigated
by qualified maintenance personnel prior to further
flight.
Lt Col James F. Fowler,
Directorate of Aeros.pace Safety

THE YAT-37D. Two twin-jet YAT-37Ds, combat version of the T -37 primary trainer, have been turned over
to the Air Force by Cessna Aircraft Company. One
of the aircraft is at Edwards Air Force Base where
it is undergoing a 22-week t-light evaluation by test pilots at the Air Force Flight Test Center. The YAT37D has General Electric J85/J2 engines that produce
twice the power of the trainer version. The aircraft is
designed to operate out of short, unimproved strips
and can carry up to 3000 lbs of armament. Special
features include wing tiptanks, under-wing 100-gallon
drop tanks, cockpit armor and an electronics package
for communication, navigation and target acquisition.
OBSTACLES-Perhaps pilots don't need a reminder
that "when you're on the deck you'd better check."
But now and then something reaches up and grabs some
luckless soul, hence the following:
The pilot of an F -104C was on a low level mission
about 500 feet above the ground at around 425 kts.
When he saw a high tension line tower ahead on the
left he added power and began a pull-up. He didn't
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RANGE ESTIMATES-Several Air Force pilots
on duty with the Federal Aviation Agency's National
Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC) at
Atlantic City, N. J., took part in recent flight safety
research studies being carried out for the FAA by the
Applied Psychology Corporation. One of the series of
studies investigated the role of pilots' range and altitude judgment in midair collision prevention. Conclusion , ba ed on laboratory experiments, F-100 flight
imulator studies, and a program of flight tests, were
that:

•

• Pilot tend to overestimate the ranges of airc-raft
relatively close to them, and to underestimate the
ranges of those farther away. ( Misjudgment of the
range of a nearby threat can engender complacency.)
• Pilots are generally imprecise in their judgments
of altitude, and somewhat better in judging relative
altitude in gross categories. (Unaided altitude estimate were poor but pilots could accurately judge
whether other aircraft were above, level with, or below
them.)

j

• A considerable improvement in pilots' ability to
estimate the range of observed aircraft can be realized
through training. (Pilots received both air-to-air and
ground-to-air training by the "immediate knowledge of
results" method of training.)
• Pilots should gain range estimating experience
by e timating and verifying ranges as a per onal aid in
evaluating collision threats. ( Individual accuracy differences are large. The most experienced flyer was the
most accurate in daylight, but not at night. Do-it-yourself training can con ist of your comparing your estimate of the range of visible traffic with that reported
by radar advisory.) {;:{
Col Leslie 0 . Peterson (Ret.)
Applied Psychology Corp .
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TSgt. Elmer F. Schilling
433 TROOP CARRIER WING , AFRES, KELLY AFB, TEXAS

Technical Sergeant Elmer F. Schilling, a loodmaster in the 433 Troop Carrier Wing, AFRES,
Kelly AFB, Texas, distinguished himself through personal bravery in aerial flight and extraordinary
achievement under extremely hazardous conditions on two occasions within a 35 day period.
The first incident occurred on 5 August 1963 during Exercise Swift Strike Ill. Following loss
of an engine, six minutes from the drop zone, the C-119 was unable to maintain altitude and it
was necessary to salvo the heavy equipment load . With complete disregard for his own safety
and at great personal risk, Sergeant Schilling worked in the open cargo compartment of the
aircraft, removed all restraints on the heavy equipment and armed the load for jettison. This was
accomplished in an extremely short period of time. He then stored all loose equipment in the
cargo area until ordered to return to the cockpit because of the impending crash . After the
crash landing, he assisted in freeing the other crewmembers from the wreckage, in spite of a
badly dislocated shoulder.
Sergeant Schilling returned to flying status on 6 September 1963. Three days later, on 9
September 1963, when he was participating as loadmoster on the heavy drop mission in the
Troop Carrier Competition at Clinton County AFB, Ohio, the C-119 developed an engine malfunction on takeoff and the pilot attempted to return to the bose. An emergency was declared and
Sgt Schilling was told to prepare the 3490 pound load for jettison. Again, at great personal
risk and complete disregard for his own safety, he left his seat and worked in the open cargo
compartment of the aircraft, releasing all tie-down shackles and armed the extraction parachute
on the heavy load . This was accomplished in less than one minute, under extremely hazardous
conditions with the aircraft steadily losing altitude and flying at less than 600 feet. He notified
the pilot that the load could be salvoed, secured all loose equipment, and returned to his seat
after giving the two passengers additional instructions as to what to do in event of crash landing .
About 60 seconds later the load was jettisoned successfully and the aircraft crash landed .
After the crash landing, he assisted the passengers from the aircraft.
In each of the above instances, had it not been for Sergeant Schilling's thorough job knowledge, quick action, and cool th inking under duress, severe injury or loss of lives would have
resulted . This airman's reactions during inflight emergency situations are exemplary and reflect
great credit upon the Air Force, the Air Force Re;erve, and his unit of assignment. '{::(
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FOR A

SAFE FLIGHT

1. I am physically, mentally and aeronautically prepared for the flight involved,
a flight which I know will be in keeping with safe and approved operating procedures.
2. I know the safe operating techniques of my aircraft, and I shall make every
effort to assure that my aircraft is in a good state of airworthiness.
3. I know my own limitations.
4. I will maintain the highest degree of vigilance throughout the conduct of my
flight, being always mindful of the risk to human lives and property while I am
at the controls.
5. I know the performance capabilities and limitations of my aircraft and have
studied and reviewed all applicable emergency procedures to the extent that I can
perform them under the pressure of any emergency.
6. I have a thorough understanding of existing weather conditions in my area of
operation, and I have given considerable thought to alternative actions should
there be an unexpected change in the weather conditions while I am airborne.
7. I will stay "ahead of my aircraft" and be in control of every phase of the flight.
8. I will make a precautionary landing as soon as possible, when any condition
or occurrence causes me to deem it inadvisable to continue my flight. Unfavorable
weather conditions, unfavorable wind conditions, a fuel state lower than that consistent with safe flight planning, a condition or discrepancy in my aircraft or powerplant that I do not understand, shall be predetermined conditions for discontinuing
the flight .
9. I will always keep in mind that the flight does not end until the aircraft has
been brought to a stop and the engine(s) shut down.
1 0. I will make appropriate notes and discuss with appropriate persons any mistakes or errors in judgment pertaining to my flight even though they may have been
unobserved by others. This action may benefit other pilots or disclose an a rea for
improvement in my piloting ability.
CI VIL AERONAUTICS BOARD BUREAU OF SAFETY
-{:( U . 5 . GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1964-
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